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INTRODUCTION 

Inflammatory arthritis, often known as 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), is characterized by 
synovitis that has been consistently and erosive 
degraded, as well as extra-articular 
involvement in certain cases.[1] Having a 
chronic fluctuating disease is frequent in 
persons,[2] and it may cause joint deterioration 
and deformity as well as disability and even 
death if left untreated. In the United States, RA 
is responsible for an estimated 9 million medical 

visits and 250,000 hospitalizations each year.[3,4] 
Disabilities caused by RA may have a 
significant impact on a family's financial well-
being and quality of life. Adults in the United 
States are diagnosed with RA at a rate of less 
than one percent. Because the condition is so 
uncommon, most physicians only receive a 
limited amount of exposure to it throughout the 
course of their professional lives. Based on the 
presumption that an accurate diagnosis of RA 
has been established, the following 

Abstract 

Background: Two recognized antibodies, Rheumatoid Factor 
(RF) and Anti-Citrullinated Peptide Antibody (ACPA), are 
produced in rheumatoid arthritis to target common 
autoantigens that are expressed in and around the joints. 
Tobacco and microorganisms, as well as the relationship 
between genetics and environment, play a critical role in the 
progression of the illness (e.g. Porphyromonas gingivalis). 
Rheumatoid arthritis is visualized as a Th1 and Th17 illness in 
the first stages of the disease. There is a significant role for 
inflammatory cytokines in the hierarchy of RA processes. 
Additionally, RA-related joint degradation is mediated by the 
Wnt system and osteoprotegerin's impact on osteoclasts, as 
well as the matrix synthesis dysregulation that causes cartilage 
degeneration. Rheumatoid arthritis is a disease in which both 
innate and adaptive immunity have been shown to play a key 
role, thanks to the development of effective therapies for TNF-
, IL-6 receptor, IL-1, CD20 B cells, and T-cell/Dendritic cell 
interactions.  
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recommendations for treatment of RA are 
made.[5,6] 

CASE REPORT 

Our hospital was visited by a 55-year-old 
female patient from Joypurhat, Bangladesh, 
who had complained of numerous joint aches. 
She was admitted to our hospital (both large & 
small joints). He had been in excruciating agony 
for the better part of the day. We begin by doing 
a routine blood test on the patient to determine 
his or her condition. The patient had been 
diabetic for the previous three years, and the 
condition was managed with medication. We 
begin to look into her family history, but we 
discover that there is nothing remarkable in her 
family background. Acupuncture, Chinese 
therapy (deep muscle stimulator and multi-
functional equipment) and Physiotherapy were 
included in our treatment plan for the patient's 
leg and shoulder (Mobilization, manipulation, 
TENS, IRR).multi-functional equipment) and 
Physiotherapy were included in our treatment 
plan for the patient's leg and shoulder 
(Mobilization, manipulation, TENS, IRR). 

 

 

 

Figure 1 a,b,c: Giving Acupuncture on both leg 
and shoulder 

Only a few numbers of natural treatments are as 
powerful as tongue acupuncture (TA). 
Acupuncture points on the tongue are said to 
connect to certain parts of the human body. For 
example, it is said that TA may influence how 
the body's blood and energy flow by activating 
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certain meridians linked to particular organs. 
Pain is reduced by the skin's sensory and motor 
neurons using low-voltage electric currents in 
TENS therapy. A small gadget delivers 
electricity to the nerves. When it comes to your 
perception of pain, TENS therapy works by 
either blocking or diminishing the severity of 
the sensation. Physiotherapists employ infrared 
radiation therapy or light therapy to relieve 
pain, whether it's recent or long-term. A variety 
of wavelengths of light are used to treat 
wounded parts of the body. Mobilization is a 
slower technique for treating joints, ligaments, 
or muscles in addition to alleviating pain and 
increasing flexibility. Depending on the severity 
of the condition, repetitive movements may 
either be harsh or gentle, making it more time-
demanding than conventional manipulation. 
The degree of patient mobility is the main 
distinction between the two methods of exercise 
treatment. Because the patient does not have to 
use their muscles, passive exercise does not 
require a lot of effort from the patient. 

The final result was breathtaking. All joint 
discomfort has disappeared on the 14th day of 
acupuncture. 

DISCUSSION 

This case study provides evidence-based 
recommendations for managing the symptoms 
of RA. The rationale for and evidence 
supporting the use of the suggested 
interventions will be presented. Primary goals 
are symptom management and an increase in 
total functional ability, both of which will be 
achieved with this treatment plan. Physical 
therapists and other members of the 
rehabilitation team are the main audiences for 
this information. There has never been a case of 

a patient with a history of diabetes and 
Rheumatoid Arthritis of the muscle joints being 
described in terms of clinical progression and 
physical rehabilitation results (both small & 
large joints).[7,8,9] The optimum care for patients 
with RA requires a multidisciplinary team 
approach. Acupuncture was used on her 
shoulders and legs. Physiotherapy 
(mobilization, manipulation, TENS, IRR) and 
Chinese treatment (Deep muscle stimulator, 
multifunctional equipment) were also used to 
treat the patient. On the 14th day of acupuncture 
treatment, the patient's discomfort was 
significantly reduced. Due to RA's propensity to 
induce joint deterioration, it is a potentially 
deadly illness. Chronic inflammation is a major 
cause of joint deterioration, but it may also be 
caused by factors that are not directly linked to 
inflammation. Different pathogenic processes 
are involved in the deterioration of cartilage and 
bone. There are many osteoclasts in rheumatoid 
arthritis that directly degrade bone, but seem to 
have little effect on cartilage. Several 
investigations have revealed that damage to the 
cartilage is mediated by fibroblast-like 
synoviocytes. So the synovium isn't only an 
innocent victim of inflammatory cells entering 
the joint as an innkeeper, it controls the 
admission and behavior of itinerant, potentially 
troublesome inflammatory cells, as well as its 
own ability to harm certain portions of its 
surroundings.[10,11] 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of the Acupuncture processes, 
whether they occur sequentially or 
concurrently, inflammation and tissue 
degeneration cause pain and disability. The 
majority of RA sufferers describe these episodes 
as flare-ups, which are followed by remissions. 
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In order to better understand how remission 
occurs, researchers are presently focusing on 
uncovering the pathways that lead to it. Healing 

damaged tissue and putting an end to sickness 
are the ultimate goals, of course. 
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